
THE WARM EVOLUTION 
OF SOFT-SHELLS

WATERPROOF. 
COLDPROOF. 
LIFE PROOF.



STRONG OUTSIDE, 
SOFT INSIDE.



Windproof

Waterproof 

Breathable

Stretch

Insulated

EN 14058

A collection 
to be explored, 

to venture into any environment with a perfect 
mix of technical features and style, protection 
and comfort, versatility and resistance. The 
Padded Soft-Shell jacket line by Payper 
interprets the codes of outdoor fashion, to 
offer a wide choice of models ideal for outdoor 
experiences and for anywhere where it is 
important to protect yourself from water and 
humidity, air and low temperatures.

In the Padded 
version, 

the three layers of the outer fabric, which 
make all Soft-Shell garments highly 
waterproof, windproof and at the same 
time breathable, are combined with a 
warm padding for defence against the cold. 
Protection from low temperatures is certified 
according to the EN14058:2017 standard, 
classifying the garments as category II PPE.

-5°C 

PATHS IN THE MIDDLE OF NATURE, URBAN 
ROUTES, WORKSPACES: THANKS TO THEIR 
EXCELLENT FIT, THE FUNCTIONAL AND DESIGN 
DETAILS, THE DIFFERENT AESTHETIC AND 
CHROMATIC VARIANTS, THE PAYPER PADDED 
SOFT-SHELL TECHNICAL JACKETS ARE 
READY TO ACCOMPANY YOU AT YOUR BEST 
ANYWHERE, BOTH IN THE PROFESSIONAL 
FIELD AND DURING YOUR FREE TIME.

Excellent thermal resistance > Rct class 4

Resulting effective thermal insulation > Icler as per standard EN 14058

Ideal air permeability in environments with medium flows > AP class 2

Resistance to water penetration > WP 8000 mm H₂O

Water vapour breathability > WVT 5000 g/m² 24h



WONDER 
PAD

WONDER 
PAD

“Life-saving” 
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TECH-NIK LINE

WONDER PAD 
S00294-0489

330 g/m2     78%PA     22%EA

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

Functionality becomes style in this padded Soft-Shell jacket, full of details, 
for a high level of comfort and safety. The retroreflective inserts and the 
“life-saving” element on the back, with the reflective Payper logo that is 
revealed by opening the coated zip, ensure high visibility even in low light 
situations. The numerous pockets, three external and two internal, allow 
keeping everything you need close at hand, while the removable hood, 
adjustable cuffs and bottom offer the pleasure of a personalised fit.
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Removable hood 
with adjustable drawstring

Elasticated cuffs, 
adjustable with Velcro

Zip with “semi auto-lock” slider 
and customised pull

Internal ribbed cuff

Retroreflective 
stripes

Lock System pocket, 
with badge holder 

and pen holder

Dotted fabric with retroreflective effect
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WONDER PAD

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

330 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE

Anthracite/Black Black/Black

Navy Blue/Royal Blue

Green/Black 

Smoke/Black

Red/Black

Military Green/Black

Royal Blue/Navy Blue
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PERFORMER
PAD
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PERFORMER PAD
S00359-P114

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated 320 g/m2     95%PL     5%EA

TECH-NIK LINE

Performer by name and by nature: with its technical design, its structured 
aesthetics and its pragmatic character, this jacket interprets its workwear 
vocation with an urban and contemporary style, in line with the identifying 
prerogatives of the similar unpadded model. Among these, the Lock System 
pocket on the breast, the internal functional pockets and the adjustable bottom 
with personalised stoppers, for maximum practicality and wearability.
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Retroreflective stripes

Elasticated cuffs, 
adjustable with Velcro

Removable hood 
with adjustable drawstring

Lock System pocket, 
with ring and pen holder
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PERFORMER PAD

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

320 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE

Red/Black

Royal Blue/Black

Black/Black

Anthracite/Black

Navy Blue/Black

Smoke/Black
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WISE
PAD
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“Life-saving”



Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

WISE PAD 
S00096-0489

330 g/m2     78%PA     22%EA

TECH-NIK LINE

Sporty cut and smart design characterise the padded model of this Soft-Shell, 
designed with practicality and freedom of movement in mind. Thanks to the 
adjustable elements such as the hood, which is removable and equipped 
with a drawstring, the cuffs and the bottom, everyone can adapt the fit of 
the garment according to their needs. Added to these features are the many 
details that ensure safety and originality, such as the front retroreflective 
band, the “Life-saving” element, with a retroreflective logo visible with the 
zip open,   and pockets of various sizes, internal and external, designed to 
comfortably store the objects you want to have with you.

Zip with “semi auto-lock” slider 
and customised pull
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Removable hood 
with adjustable drawstring

Elasticated cuffs, adjustable 
with Velcro and inner cuff

Retroreflective strip
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WISE PAD

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

330 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE

Pocket closed with zip 
with reflective detail

Military Green/Black

Royal Blue/Navy Blue

Black/Black Smoke/Black

Red/Black

Navy Blue/Royal Blue

Green/Black 

Anthracite/Black
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CREEK
PAD

Retroreflective strip

Reflective insert  
on the back hood
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CREEK PAD
S00330-0489

330 g/m2     78%PL     22%EA

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

Comfortable and informal, Creek Pad is the ideal choice for feeling at ease, 
efficient and protected in any situation. The dynamic shapes are enhanced by 
small fluorescent details and retroreflective stripes on the back and hood, useful 
for capturing the reflections of the lights and for standing out. The adjustable 
hood adapts to the face, offering complete coverage. The polar fleece inserts 
and the many storage pockets make this jacket a multitasking garment, ready 
to dress every moment with personality.
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Removable hood with adjustable drawstring

Fluo pullers

Pocket 
with integrated 
pen holder, 
closed with zip

Zip with “semi auto-lock” slider 
and customised pull

Elasticated cuffs, 
adjustable 

with Velcro
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CREEK PAD

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

330 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE

Internal collar 
with side polar 

fleece details

Red/Black

Military Green/Green

Anthracite/Black Black/Black

Royal Blue/Navy Blue

Navy Blue/Royal Blue

Green/Black 

Smoke/Black
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STREAM
PAD
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STREAM
PAD Internal tablet holder pocket 

closed with Velcro 

Inner sleeve with thumb hole

Elasticated cuffs, 
adjustable with Velcro

Heat-sealed pocket, 
closed with coated zip

Pocket with 
integrated pen 
holder, closed 
with zip
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STREAM PAD 
S00331-0489

330 g/m2     78%PA     22%EA

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

Retroreflective strip

Thanks to the combination of technical qualities, refined aesthetics and 
functionality, Stream Pad is the right choice for those who don’t want to 
compromise between practicality and style. Characterised by a modern 
design, it is completed by essential details that give the garment a unique 
touch. The side pockets with reflective details ensure greater visibility and 
facilitate daily activities. The removable hood, with adjustable drawstring, is 
an excellent ally for unpredictable days, as are the side polar fleece details 
in the collar and the sleeves in the cuffs, with thumb holes, which offer extra 
comfort and special protection from the cold and wind.
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Removable hood 
with adjustable drawstring

Side pockets, closed with zip, 
with reflective detail

Fluo pullers

Zip with “semi auto-lock” 
slider and customised pull
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STREAM PAD

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

330 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE

Red/Black

Military Green/Green

Anthracite/Black Black/Black

Royal Blue/Navy Blue

Navy Blue/Royal Blue

Green/Black

Smoke/Black
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GALE PAD
GALE PAD
LADY
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GALE PAD S00515-P114
GALE PAD LADY S00579-P114

320 g/m2     95%PL     5%EA

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

Clean lines for a simple and versatile look: the Gale Pad jackets, designed with 
a specific cut for both men and women, confirm the style imprint of the non-
padded versions and are enriched with details and finishes in the name of 
functionality and distinctiveness, such as the personalised stoppers to adjust 
the bottom, the chest pocket and the fluorescent pullers in all colour variants.
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Fixed hood with adjustable drawstring
Fluo pullers

Elasticated cuffs, 
adjustable with Velcro
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GALE PAD 
GALE PAD LADY

XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

320 g/m2

SIZE

SIZE XS S M L XL XXL

Fluo pullers

Royal Blue/Navy Blue

Black/Black Smoke/Black

Anthracite/Black

Red/Black

Navy Blue/Royal Blue
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OREGON
36

OREGON 
001517-0489  

330 g/m2     78%PL     22%EA

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

An autumn/winter wardrobe must-have, this warm, waterproof and windproof 
hooded jacket is a passepartout to complete any look. With its design balanced 
between elegance and sportiness and the careful colour combinations between 
inside and outside, it is perfect to be worn casually in any situation. In the 
workplace or during a walk outdoors, with Oregon you never feel out of place 
and you always have the certainty of being protected from unforeseen weather 
conditions and low temperatures, thanks to the high technical performance.
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OREGON

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

330 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE

Red/Navy Blue Military Green/Green

Navy Blue/Red

Smoke/Black

Black/Steel Gray
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Pockets with covered zip

Zip with “auto-lock” slider

Fixed hood with internal elastic
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NORDET 
S00295-P071  

290 g/m2     95%PL     5%EA

Waterproof 

Breathable

Windproof

Stretch

Insulated

For those who love a linear and clean outfit, but at the same time are looking 
for a practical garment, suitable for everyday operations, Nordet offers the 
right mix between minimal aesthetics and maximum functionality. In fact, its 
simple and contemporary lines hide numerous technical details that allow 
optimising activities and customising the fit, such as the discreet, comfortable 
and safe internal welt pocket with Velcro and the drawstring waist, to adjust 
the fit as desired. The double closure with zip and Velcro also maximises the 
garment’s protection performance from the cold.
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NORDET
40



Removable hood, it can be fastened 
on the front with Velcro

Drawstring waist

Double Velcro and zip closure 
with “semi auto-lock” slider 

and customised puller

Pockets with coated zip

Elasticated cuffs, a
djustable with Velcro

Customised patch 
on the back neck, 
with retroreflective detail 
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NORDET

XXS XS S M L XL XXL 3XL 4XL 5XL

290 g/m2 EN 14058:2017

4
2
0,265
WP

SIZE
Elasticated cuffs, a
djustable with Velcro

Red Navy Blue

Royal Blue

Anthracite

Smoke

Black
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www.payperwear.com


